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Comparisons of target-based reaching vs memory-based (pantomime) reaching have been used to obtain insight
into the visuomotor control of reaching. The present study examined the contribution of gaze anchoring,
reaching to a target that is under continuous gaze, to both target-based and memory-based reaching. Participants
made target-based reaches for discs located on a table or food items located on a pedestal or they replaced the
objects. They then made memory-based reaches in which they pantomimed their target-based reaches.
Participants were ﬁtted with hand sensors for kinematic tracking and an eye tracker to monitor gaze. When
making target-based reaches, participants directed gaze to the target location from reach onset to oﬀset without
interrupting saccades. Similar gaze anchoring was present for memory-based reaches when the surface upon
which the target had been placed remained. When the target and its surface were both removed there was no
systematic relationship between gaze and the reach. Gaze anchoring was also present when participants replaced
a target on a surface, a movement featuring a reach but little grasp. That memory-based reaches can be either
gaze anchor-associated or gaze anchor-independent is discussed in relation to contemporary views of the neural
control of reaching.

1. Introduction
Reaching to grasp an object (reach-to-grasp) is an everyday act that
includes picking up a pencil, a book, or a morsel of food [1]. The
control of the movement is proposed to come from visual guidance
[2–5] and a candidate visual behavior is gaze anchoring. In a seminal
study, Prablance [6] observed that when participants point to a target,
they ﬁxed their gaze on the target from the initiation of the movement
to its completion. Gaze anchoring is also found to be associated with a
reach-to-grasp movements, in which participants make a saccade to
anchor their gaze on an item from the point of reach initiation to the
grasp, at which time they visually disengage, often with a blink and/or
head shift [7–15]. The importance of gaze for a reach for a food item
but not the withdraw movement to place the food item in the mouth is
demonstrated by a disruption produced by visual occlusion during the
reach [9,16]. The relation between reaching and gaze anchoring is not
obligatory, however. Gaze anchoring is reported to be absent when
participants make memory-based reaches in a variety of test situations

in which most cues related to the task are altered. For example, gaze
anchoring is absent when participants make a memory-based reach
with the target object and the surface on which it had been located
removed or when they perform memory-based reaches in the dark
[17,18].
The presence of gaze anchoring during target-based reaches vs its
absence during memory-based reaches raises the question of whether
gaze anchoring would also be absent in conventional memory-based
(pantomime) tasks in which only the target is removed but the context;
i.e., the surface on which the target had been placed remains [19–26].
This question was examined in the present study by asking participants
to make target-based reaches for three diﬀerent sized discs placed at
diﬀerent distances on a table in a task similar to that used by Goodale
et al. [20] or reach for food items located on a pedestal in a task similar
to that used by Kuntz et al. [18]. Target-based reaches were followed by
memory-based reaches with only the target removed. In addition, to
conﬁrm that gaze anchoring is absent when additional contextual cues
are changed, participants in the pedestal task were also asked to make
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and 0.5 ° RMS orientation. The position of the digits and wrist were
calculated from electromagnetic sensors placed on the participant’s
hand, two on the distal phalanges of the thumb and index ﬁnger, and
one on the wrist on the anterior aspect of the ulnar styloid. The relation
between the digit location and the pedestal was measured in relation to
a sensor on the pedestal. Measurement of grasp aperture was made from
the sensors on the thumb and index ﬁnger, with adjustment made for
the approximate distance of the sensor from the center of the digit pad.
The transmitter was fastened to the ﬂoor beneath the participant’s right
chair legs such that the transmitter and the hand’s start position were
vertically aligned. The record obtained from the wrist was synchronized
to the video record so that movements of interest could be concurrently
identiﬁed from both records.

memory-based reaches with the pedestal moved or removed. An additional experiment examined whether a reach alone, without the concurrent hand shaping for grasping, is associated with gaze anchoring.
Reaching and hand shaping were examined as participants reached for
a food item that they placed in the mouth whereas only reaching was
examined as participants replaced the food item at the location that it
had previously occupied.
Second year university students made target-based reaches for different sized discs located on a table or made memory-based reaches
with the disc removed. They also made target-based reaches for food
items located on a pedestal and made memory-based reaches with only
the pedestal present, the pedestal moved or removed. Finally, they either made a target-based reach for food from a pedestal to be placed in
the mouth or took food items from the mouth and placed them on the
pedestal. Hand movements were recorded with electromagnetic sensors
attached to the thumb, index, and wrist and eye movements were recorded with a head-mounted, video-based eye tracker.

2.5. Eye movement
Eye movement was recorded using a ViewPoint EyeTracker®
(Arrington Research, Inc.), a monocular scene-based eye-tracking device. Eye-tracking glasses were worn for the entirety of the experiment
and collected data at a sampling rate of 90 Hz. A sixteen-point eye
calibration was performed with a calibration grid prior to data collection and was adjusted, as necessary, during the experiment when there
was a discrepancy between gaze-point and the target to be ﬁxated. Prior
to beginning an experiment, calibration was checked by having the
participants look at a number of target objects in the room while their
gaze location was monitored by the experimenter who observed the
world view on the video screen. By default, the calculated GazePoint
[this is the point of visual ﬁxation in the subsequently generated video]
is given in normalized window coordinates, that is: 0.0,0.0 at the top
left, 0.5,0.5 in the center, and 1.0,1.0 at the bottom right and these
values are always correct. Because the eye tracker provided a world
view of the participant’s gaze and hand as they reached, this view obtained on Point Picker (ImageJ, Natick, MA, USA) was used to obtain
measures of the relationship of gaze and the hand in x/y coordinates
and to count any saccades associated with each reach movements.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Participants
Participants were 32 right-handed young adults (26 male, 26 female, mean age 19.95 ± 0.9 months) recruited from Thompson Rivers
University introductory psychology classes. Participants were conﬁrmed to be right-handed by completing the Brainmapping questionnaire adapted from the Edinburg inventory [27]. Each participant
gave informed consent, authorized use of photos or videos, were selfreported as having no history of neurological, sensory, or motor disorders as well as normal, or corrected-to-normal, visual acuity. The
Thompson Rivers University, Human Subject Research Ethics Committees approved the study. Participants received class credit for their
participation.
2.2. Target objects

3. Reaching tasks

2.2.1. Discs
The participants reached for three black discs that had a diameter of
30 mm, 50 mm, and 60 mm, and were 10mm thick. Discs were chosen
as target objects in order to minimize the demands of changing hand
orientation associated with reaching for quadralateral objects, as used
by [20,28].

3.1. Reach-for-disc task
Ten participants performed the reach-for-disc task. Each of the
participants reached for each of the three discs at each of the three
distances. Trials were given in pairs and consisted of three trial pairs; a
target-based trial followed by a target-based trial, a target-based trial
followed by a memory-based trial with vision, or a target-based trial
followed by a memory-based trial without vision.
Participants were seated at a table and immediately before them,
aligned with the table’s edge, was a 55.8 cm × 35.5 cm sheet of white
cardboard that formed the work area and on which the target discs
could be placed (Fig. 1). An “x” marked on the lower center of the
cardboard served as the reach starting location upon which a participant placed their opposed thumb and index ﬁnger. The work area was
video monitored and the experimenter used the monitor to place the
target disc at predeﬁne locations at the midline of the workspace at
distances of 10, 20 and 30 cm from the “x”. The task was modeled on
that used by Goodale et al. [28]. Three types of reaching trials were
given:

2.2.2. Food items
Two target food objects were used. One group of participants
reached for skittles, an oval candy with approximate diameter of 8.3
mm (average of 10 measurements) and the other group reached for a
round donut ball (Timbit) with a diameter of approximately 28.8 mm
(average of 10 measurements). The donut ball was ﬁrm and did not
indent when normally grasped [18,24].
2.3. Video recording
Two video cameras recorded behavior throughout the experiment.
Filming was performed at a sampling rate of 30 Hz and 1/1000 shutter
speed. For the reach-for-disc task, one camera was placed to capture a
lateral view and one camera was placed to capture a dorsal view, which
was also used to facilitated correct placement of the target. For the
reach-to-eat task, cameras were placed to capture both frontal and
lateral views.
2.4. Hand kinematics

Target-based reach
The disc was present, and the participant picked it up and placed it
beside the work area. A participant was given the instruction, “we
would like you to reach for the disc, pick it up, and place it to one side”.

Thumb, index, and wrist movements were acquired at a sampling
rate of 60 Hz using a trakSTAR® (Ascension Technology Corporation)
system. At the distances recorded, sensitivity is 1.4 mm RMS Position

Memory-based reach
The disc was absent, and the participant pretended to pick up the
disc at the location at which it had been located on the previous trial. A
2
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participant was given the instruction, “if the disc is not there, we would
like you to pretend to pick up the disc that you reached for on the
previous trial at its previous location and place it to one side”.
Memory-based reach without vision
The disc was absent, and the participant pretended to pick up the
disc at the location at which it had been on the previous trial without
using vision. A participant was given the instruction, “we would like
you to keep your eyes closed and to pretend to reach for and pick up the
disc that you reached for on the previous trial at its previous location
and place it to one side”.
The participants were asked to close their eyes to begin each trial.
On the command “open reach” they were to open their eyes and make a
target-based reach if the target was there, and if it was not there to
make a memory-based reach for the previous target at its previous location. On the command “close reach” they were to keep their eyes
closed and make a memory-based reach for the preceding target at its
preceding location. Participants were given a number of practice trials
so that they understood the instructions. Because some participants
performed a pantomime grasp by completely closing their thumb and
index ﬁnger [24], this was pointed out to them in the practice trials,
and they were asked to pretend to actually grasp the object for which
they were pretending to reach.
The participants completed three trial pairs at each of the three
locations with each of the diﬀerent sized discs and the result were taken
from the second trial of each pair (27 target-based, 27 memory-based
vision, and 27 memory-based no vision). The trial pairs were presented
in a mixed order in such a way that a participant would not be certain
about the disc size or its distance on any target-based reach and they
would not be certain whether they were to make a another target-based
reach, a memory-based reach with vision, or a memory-based reach
without vision. Trials were given at about 30 s intervals with a participant instructed to close their eyes followed by a prompt to begin a
designated trial.
3.2. Reach-to-eat task
Participants were seated in an upright position with feet ﬂat on the
ﬂoor, with a self-standing height-adjustable pedestal placed in front of
them (Fig. 2). The surface of the pedestal was a triangular metal plate
with each side of the triangle measuring 9 cm. The pedestal was placed
at a horizontal reach distance normalized to the participant’s arm
length (100 % of the length from the shoulder to the tip of the index
ﬁnger with the elbow at about 1800 ﬂexion) and the height of the
pedestal was adjusted to the participant’s trunk height, with 100 % of
height from ﬂoor to outstretched arm while seated with the armshoulder at 900 ﬂexion [29,30]. A ﬂat edge of the pedestal faced the
participant. This experimental setup allowed participants to reach with
their right hand towards the pedestal to pick up the target.
The start position for the right reaching hand was marked by a piece
of tape on the thigh, and participants started with their thumb and
index ﬁnger in opposition. The left hand was resting in an open and
relaxed position on the left upper thigh. Because participants display a
wide variety of natural grasping preferences [31], the participants were
given no instructions on how they should reach or grasp the target.
Pretraining was done to ensure the participants were practiced on the
task and the equipment would not interfere with their natural reach-tograsp movement. Participants adopted the start position between trials
and waited for a start prompt which was a verbal “1-2-3- GO” command
from the investigator. The reach-to-eat task was given in the four different contexts as is illustrated in Fig. 2. The idea was that following
performance of a number of real reaches, participants were to pantomime that movement in the three additional contexts as described by
Kuntz and Whishaw [24].
One group of 12 participants reached for the skittle and one group
of 10 participants reached for the donut ball. Kinematic measures of

Fig. 1. The reach for disc task. (A) The hand at the starting position of the
workspace. (B) The hand about to grasp a small disc at a 20 cm distance. (C)
Placing the disc to the side of the workspace.
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Fig. 2. Target-based and memory-based reaching contexts. (A)Target-based, a skittle target is on the pedestal. (B) Memory-based top, pedestal present but target
absent, (C) Memory-based beside, the pedestal and target are displaced to the right side of their previous location but they do not obstruct the reach to the pedestal’s
former location. (D) Memory-based complete, neither the pedestal nor the target is present. In all conditions, participant reached from the lap to pick up (context A)
or pantomime (contexts B–D) picking up the target object to bring it back to their mouth as if to eat it.

reach movements and hand shaping were made from all participants.
Adequate eye movement results were only successfully obtained from
10 participants who reached for the skittle and 7 participants who
reached for the donut ball. The participants received 8 practice trials in
which they reached out and grasped an object and brought it back toward their mouth. Accordingly, the participants viewed the experimenter place the food on the pedestal, or displace or remove the food
and pedestal, and they had a number of seconds to view the target
before they were required to reach for it.
Reaches in the real condition were completed prior to the pantomime conditions to ensure that the participants were familiar with the
real condition and then they performed pantomime movements in different contexts. Thus, after performing 8 real reaches, the participants
then performed 3 sequential reaches in each pantomime condition, but
the order of the pantomime tasks was diﬀerent for each participant
[32].

3.3. Reach-to-replace task

Target-based reach
Pedestal and target present. For the real condition, participants
were instructed to “reach out and grasp the target and bring it to your
mouth as if to eat it”.

Reach-to-eat
Participants began in the starting position, hands on the lap,
reached towards the food item placed on the pedestal, grasped it, and
placed it into their mouth as if to eat it. They were given the instruction,
“we would like you to reach for the food item and place it in your
mouth as if to eat it”. Participants performed 4 reach-to-eat trials.

Of twenty-two participants (the same participants that performed
the reach-to-eat task), 12 reached for the skittle and 10 reached for the
donut ball, and the eye tracker was used to monitor eye movements.
Both groups of participants performed the reach-to-eat task and the
reach-to-replace task. Participants adopted the start position between
trials and waited for a start prompt which was a verbal 1-2-3- GO
command from the investigator. Accordingly, the participants viewed
the experimenter place the food on the pedestal or the participant
placed the food object in their mouth, and they had a number of seconds to view the pedestal pedestal before they were required to reach.
Participants were seated in an upright posture with the height-adjusting
pedestal placed directly in front of them, as described for the reach-toeat task. Participants performed two tasks, the reach-to-eat task and the
reach-to-replace task:

Top, memory-based reach
With the pedestal present and the target absent, the participants
were instructed to, “pretend to reach out and grasp the target object
and bring it to your mouth as if to eat it as you did when the target was
present.”

Reach-to-replace
A participant took a food item and placed it between their lips after
which they placed their hands on their lap. A trial began with hands in
the starting position on the lap. The instruction was, “we would like you
to reach for the food item in your mouth and place it on the pedestal”.
Participants performed 4 reach-to-replace trials.

Beside memory-based reach
Pedestal and target present but shifted to the right about 10 cm. The
participants were instructed to, “pretend to reach out and grasp the
target object and bring it to your mouth and pretend to eat it as you did
when the target was present at its previous location.”

4. Behavioral measures
4.1. Gaze
Visual ﬁxation, relative to the visual scene, was analyzed using
Point Picker (ImageJ, Natick, MA, USA) or PixelStick Graphics (Plum
Amazing Software LLC), programs for measuring x/y pixel distances on
a screen for the following measurements:

Complete memory-based reach
Pedestal and target absent. The participants were given the instruction, “pretend to reach out and grasp the target object and bring it
to your mouth as if to eat it, as you did when the target was present”.
4
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initiation and withdraw), was counted as one saccade. Smooth pursuit
movements, which sometimes shifted gaze slightly as the hand approached the target or which sometimes followed the hand on trials on
which a target was not present, were not included in the saccade count.
Saccades that were directed toward the region of the platform’s location
just as hand motion began or saccades that occurred at about the time
of the grasp; i.e., engage and disengage saccades, were also not included in the saccade count. Thus, the count of saccades was limited to
the period from the initiation of the reach to the occurrence of grasp of
the target (see below). Blinking was deﬁned as any closure of the eyelid
as viewed by the disappearance and reappearance of the gaze point
marker on the worldview video record. Blinks were included in the
saccade count if they occurred between reach initiation and the occurrence of the grasp.

Spatial relationship between gaze location and the pedestal in the reach-toeat task
Measures of gaze point, the point indicated by the eye tracker of
where a participant was looking, were made on each frame for each
reaching trial relative to the center of the pedestal. On memory-based
trials, the location at which the pedestal had been on the target-based
trials was used to deﬁne the location of the “center of the pedestal”.
Measurements began 10 frames prior to reach initiation and ended 10
frames after grasp completion. Because reach durations could vary
slightly between trials and subjects, for statistical analyses, data were
interpolated to plot average visual trajectory in relation to reach time.
Temporal Relationship between gaze location and the grasp location in the
reach-to-eat task
On the memory-based trials on which the pedestal was absent, it
was thought possible that participants might choose a point in space to
which to ﬁrst direct their gaze and then direct their hand to that location. If they did this, then at the instance of the pretend grasp, their
gaze location and their grasp location would coincide. Therefore, a
measure of gaze location, the location indicated by the eye tracker of
where a participant was looking, was made relative to the tip of the
index ﬁnger. Measurements began 10 frames prior to reach initiation
and ended 10 frames after grasp completion. For statistical analyses,
data were interpolated to plot average visual trajectory in relation to
reach time.

4.2. Hand movement kinematics
Kinematic events were processed using custom-written algorithms
created in Matlab® (Version R2016b; The Mathworks, Natick, MA,
USA). To mark the beginning of a trial, a participant made a lateral
movement with the reaching hand before they placed the hand on the
start position with the ﬁrst two digits in opposition. Movement initiation was deﬁned as a minimum forward wrist velocity of 5 mm/sec
after the start command with continued forward motion to the grasp.
The time of movement initiation on the tracker record of wrist movement was used to link the tracker record to the video record so that each
hand measure from the tracking record measurement could be conﬁrmed by inspecting the video record. Movement withdrawal was deﬁned as a negative wrist velocity movement of 5 mm/sec that was associated with continued hand movement to task completion. The
following measures were made of the reach and the grasp as deﬁned by
Karl et al. (2012):

Gaze ratings
On target-based trials, the gaze location was usually very close to
the target’s location and so the hand moved to this point. On memorybased trials with the platform absent, the gaze location relative to the
hand’s location was observed be much diﬀerent, with a participant
sometimes tracking the hand or looking away from the location to
which they were reaching. A scoring system was used to assess these
gaze behaviors. The reaches were examined frame-by-frame and subject
to a three-point rating (Fig. 3). A score of “0″ was given if the gaze point
was proximate to the target (on or right beside the target) at the time
that the digits were closing to grasp; a score of “1” was given if the gaze
point was on the upper hand or arm, a score of “2” was given if the gaze
point was at a location other than the target, hand, or body.

Maximum pre-grasp aperture (MPA)
Maximum The maximum pre-grasp aperture or MPA, was deﬁned as
the maximum index-thumb aperture obtained between movement initiation and withdraw.

Number of saccades and blinks
Counts of saccades were made from the eye tracker worldview by
stepping through the video record frame-by-frame and noting the position of the gaze relative to the scene. Any saccade, a rapid shift of gaze
from one location to another during a reach (between hand movement

Terminal grasp aperture (TGA)
Terminal grasp aperture or TGA (the grasp or pretend grasp) was
deﬁned as the minimal closing aperture between the index ﬁnger and
thumb between the beginning of the reach and the beginning of the
withdraw.

Fig. 3. Rating scale for scoring the relationship between the hand at the grasp and concurrent gaze point. (A) A score of “0” was given if the gaze point was remained
throughout the reach on a point to which the index ﬁnger and thumb arrived for the grasp. (B) A score of “1” was given if the gaze point was on the hand or followed
the hand during the reach. (C) A score of “2” was given if the gaze point was at a location to which the hand did not reach. Note: only for a score of “0” was the gaze
anchored at a point to which the thumb and index ﬁnger were directed.
5
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Reach distance relative to the target
Reach distance relative to a real target was the distance from the
center of the platform to the tip of the index ﬁnger at TGA. Reach
distance relative to a virtual target was the distance from the virtual
center of the platform to the tip of the index ﬁnger at TGA.
Reach duration
The duration of the reach was measured from the point of ﬁrst
movement of the hand to the point of the ﬁrst withdraw movement
after TGA.
4.3. Statistical analysis
The numerical data were analyzed using repeated-measures analyses of variance (ANOVA) with the statistical program SPSS (v.24.0.0).
Results are reported as mean ± standard error. A p value of < 0.05 was
considered signiﬁcant.
5. Results
5.1. Reach-for-disc task
5.1.1. Gaze measures for reaching for a disc
On target-based trials, the target disc present, participants directed
their gaze to the disc just as they initiated the reaching movement.
Their gaze remained close to, or on, the target until it was grasped. As
the target was grasped, their gaze shifted to a point beside the work
area at which location they placed the disc. Gaze was similar on
memory-based trials. Gaze was directed to a point close to the previous
location of the disc as the reach was initiated and remained there until
the participants made a memory-based grasp. When participants pantomimed the movement of placing the disc beside the work area, gaze
was directed to the point at which they pantomimed the release of the
disc.
Fig. 4 shows that the gaze point relative to the target location for
target-based reaches and the gaze point of the pretend grasp for
memory-based reaches was similar.Fig. 4A gives examples of the relation between gaze location and the disc at the midpoint of the reach
(when gaze point variance is typically low, Kuntz et al. [18]) on one
trial for each participant. Fig. 4A-left gives examples of the location of
the gaze point and the location of the disc for a target-based reach.-Fig
4A-right gives examples of gaze point and the estimated disc location
(as deﬁned as the location at which a participant made a memory-based
grasp) for a memory-based reach.
Fig. 4B shows gives a summary (for all disc sizes and locations) of
the distance between the gaze point and the target at reach initiation,
midpoint, and grasp. Overall, gaze was anchored in close proximity to
the edge of the disc on target-based trials and close to the grasping
point of the pretend target on memory-based trials at all three time
points of the reach. Note that the average distance of the edge of the
disc to its center was 23.3 mm and so gaze point averages shown in F
Fig. 4B close to the disc’s real or estimated edge throughout both targetbased and memory-based reaches.
The statistical analysis of distance (x/y measure from the center of
the gaze marker to the center of the target) indicated the target-based
and memory-based reaches were not diﬀerent in contexts in which the
disc was present or absent, Context F(1,9) = 4.27, p = 0.069. Gaze did
get slightly closer to the target between reach initiation and the grasp,
Distance F(2,18) = 11.78, p < 0.001, and this relationship was similar
for target-based reaches and memory-based reaches as indicated by the
absence of a signiﬁcant interaction of Context by Distance F(2,18) =
0.17, p=0.849.

Fig. 4. Gaze point and target disc location for target-based and memory-based
reach-to-grasp. (A) Solid circles illustrate gaze point locations relative to the
small disc target at the midpoint of a target-based (right) and memory-based
(left) reach. The disc location for the memory-based reach is normalized relative to the grasp location at terminal grasp aperture. (B) Distance from graze
point to the midpoint the disc target for real and pantomime reaches. Note:
there is no signiﬁcant diﬀerence in gaze point/target distance for target-based
and memory-based reaches.

averaged. There were diﬀerences in most kinematic measures between
target-based and memory-based reach to grasp movements, and the
changes depended upon whether the memory-based reaches were made
with or without vision. In short, as detailed below, memory-based
reaches were largely diﬀerent from target-based reaches and memorybased reaches were still more diﬀerent without vision, conﬁrming
previously studies [24,28]:
Maximum pregrasp aperture (MPA)
Fig. 5A shows MPA was smaller for the memory-based reach made
with vision than for the target-based reach and the MPA was larger for
the memory-based reach without vision than the target-based reach,
Context F(2,18) = 10.44, p = 0.001. The smaller MPA for a memorybased reach with vision is similar to that obtained by Goodale et al.
[28] whereas the larger MPA without vison is consistent with the report
of Kuntz and Whishaw [24].
Terminal grasp aperture (TGA)
Fig. 5B shows that TGA was similar for the target-based reaches and
the memory-based reaches, Context F(2,18) = 1.03, p = 0.377.
Distance hand-target
Fig. 5C shows that the distance between the grasp location for the
memory-based condition with vision was larger than for the targetbased reach and was larger still for the memory-based reach made
without vision, Context F(2,18) = 7.96, p < 0.001. The better accuracy
with vision than without vision conﬁrms that participants are using
vision to assist memory-based reaches.
Reach duration
Fig. 5D shows that reach duration for the memory-based reach with
vision was smaller than for the target-based reaches and smaller still for
the memory-based reaches without vision, Context F(1,18) = 10.33,

5.1.2. Kinematic measures of reaching for a disc
Fig. 5 summarizes the results of kinematic measures in the reachfor-disc task. For the analyses, disc size and reach distances were
6
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Fig. 5. Reach-for-disc kinematic measures (mean ± se) for real and pantomime movements. Results averaged for diﬀerent sized discs located at diﬀerent distances.
(A) Maximum pre-grasp aperture. (B) Terminal grasp aperture. (C) Minimum distance between the platform’s location at terminal grasp aperture, (D) Reach duration
from grasp initiation to terminal grasp. Diﬀerences, *p < 0.05, ** p < .01.

5.2.2. Temporal relations of the gaze point
It was expected that gaze would be directed to the target on targetbased reaches. With the target absent, gaze anchoring could still occur
and be directed either to the target’s previous location or gaze could
also be directed to the location at which a participant was directing
their reach at a location other than the target’s previous location.
Therefore, one measurement made was of gaze in relation to the pedestal’s previous location and a second measurement was made of gaze
in relation to the point at which the grasp was made:

p < 0.001.
5.2. Reach-to-eat task
5.2.1. Gaze measures for reaching for a food item
Overall, gaze was anchored close to the food target on target-based
trials throughout a reach for a food item (Video 1). Gaze was similarly
anchored in proximity to the center of the platform throughout the
reach when participants made memory-based reaches with the platform
present and the food item absent (Video 2). For the memory-based
reaches made with the platform moved (beside) or absent (complete),
there was no systematic relationship between gaze and the former location of the target or to the location at which a participant made a
pantomime grasp (Video 3).
Fig. 6 summarized the relation between the gaze point and the
spatial location at which the grasp occurred. Fig. 6-top gives a summary
of the closeness to the target rating and Fig. 6 bottom gives a summary
of saccade counts. Scores on both measures were similar for the donut
and for the skittle. Scores were also similar for the target-based and
memory-based trials with the pedestal present. With the food item and
pedestal moved or removed, there was no systematic relation between
gaze and the platform’s previous location and participants made saccades during the reach.
These conclusions were supported by the statistical analyzes that
gave similar ratings for the two targets, the skittle and for the donut
ball, Target F(1,15) = 0.15, p > 0.05 and similar saccade counts for the
two targets, Target F(1,15) = 0.26, p > 0.05. There was an eﬀect of
context, the gaze point and the grasp points were signiﬁcantly diﬀerent
when the pedestal was moved or absent, Context, F(3,45) = 23.20,
p < 0.001. In addition, more saccades occurred during reaches when
the pedestal was moved or absent, Context, F(3,45) = 35.60,
p < 0.001. Because the point of gaze was variable for the beside and
complete pantomime contexts between subjects, it was not possible to
determine whether there was any systematic relationship of gaze to the
grasp (see also Kuntz et al. [18]). For example, some participants
looked at their hand and following it during the reach, some participants looked elsewhere, and gaze changed during the reach for many
participants.

Temporal relationship between gaze point and the pedestal
The reach durations were longer for the skittle than the donut and
so separate group analyses were used to conﬁrm an overall eﬀect of
time for the Skittle, F(52,468) = 7.91, p < 0.001, and for the Donut
ball, F(44,264) = 3.83, p < 0.001.
Fig. 7 presents gaze x/y location curves illustrating the location of
gaze relative to the center (or virtual center), of the platform as the
reaching movement was performed. (The curves begin10 frames before
the initiation of hand movement and end 10 frames after the completion of the grasp.) Because the participants were given no instructions
with respect to where and when they should look, pre reach gaze was
haphazardly directed around the room for each subject [9]. The curves
show that in the real and top conditions, participants visually engaged
the pedestal as the reach began, looked at the pedestal throughout the
reach, and visually disengaged the pedestal at about the point that the
grasp took place. The change in the curves at about reach initiation and
grasp termination appear to have a smooth onset, but this is related to
the averaging of gaze locations across all of the participants.
The curves for the skittle (Fig. 7, top) and for the donut ball (Fig. 7,
bottom) show that gaze point shifted in the direction of the grasping
work area as a reach was initiated and shifted away from the direction
of the grasping work area at about the time that the grasp was made.
The gaze curves in Fig. 7 indicate that the gaze location for the real and
top conditions came close to the target, remained proximate to target
for much of the reach, and featured the smallest variance at about the
midpoint of the reach, features that reﬂect gaze anchoring (conﬁrming
Kuntz et al. [18]). The gaze curves for the beside and complete contexts
were not closely related to the pedestal’s previous center and had high
7
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This summary was conﬁrmed by the statistical analyses that show
that there was a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between ﬁxation point and the
position of the reaching hand for both targets as a function of Context:
Skittle, F(3,27) = 3.698, p = 0.024; Donut ball F(3,18) = 11.338,
p < 0.001. Post-hoc analysis revealed that for both the skittle and
donut ball targets, the Real and Top pantomime contexts were signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from the Beside and Complete pantomime contexts
(p < 0.05). In addition, for both targets there was a signiﬁcant eﬀect of
Time: Skittle, F(52,468) = 67.947, p < 0.001; Donut, F(44,264) =
166.528, p < 0.001) and a signiﬁcant interaction of Context by Time:
Skittle, F(156,1404) = 1.672, p < 0.005; Donut, F(132,792) = 1.945,
p < 0.001.
5.2.3. Kinematic measures of reach-for-food
As has been reported in many previous studies, the kinematic features of the reach-to-eat and reach-for-disc tasks were diﬀerent from the
pantomime grasps of the same tasks. The pantomime grasps were inﬂuenced by the context in which they were performed [24]. Fig. 9
summarizes the results of kinematic measures in the reach to-eat-task
and these results conﬁrm a previous study using this task [24]. There
were changes in all kinematic measures between real and pantomime
reach-to-grasp movements as summarized in the following sections:
Maximum pregrasp aperture (MPA)
Fig. 9A shows that the MPA was larger overall for the donut ball that
for the skittle, Group, F(1,20) = 63.71, p < 0.001). Although there was
no signiﬁcant eﬀect of Context, F(3,60) = 2.594, p = .061, there was a
signiﬁcant Target Size by Context interaction, F(3,60) = 8.416,
p < 0.001. For both targets, MPA was smaller for pantomime reaches
than for real reaches, although for the skittle, MPA was larger for
pantomime reaches performed when the pedestal was absent.
Terminal grasp aperture (TGA)
The TGA was smaller for the skittle than for the donut ball as indicated in Fig. 9B, Group F(1,20) = 15.52, p < 0.001. Overall, the TGA
was smaller for pantomime reaches than for real reaches, Context, F
(3,60) = 22.95, p < 0.001. The TGA for the donut pantomime conditions were much smaller than the actual size of the donut, and this was
due to the fact that many of the participants completely closed (pressed
together) their thumb and index ﬁnger to pantomime the grasp (as
previously described by Kuntz and Whishaw [24]).

Fig. 6. Score of gaze anchoring and number of saccades (mean ± se) for the
skittle and donut targets as a function of context. Top: Gaze anchoring score.
Bottom: Number of saccades made between grasp initiation and grasp completion. (Real, food item present on the pedestal; Top, only pedestal present;
Beside; pedestal and food moved to right. Complete; neither food nor pedestal
present. Diﬀerence between real and pantomime, **p < 0.01). Note: gaze anchoring occurred for the real and top contexts but not for the beside and
complete contexts.

variance, indicating an absence of gaze directed at the previous platform location. These results were conﬁrmed by signiﬁcant group and
context main eﬀects for both targets: Skittle, F(3,27) = 9.30,
p < 0.001; Donut ball, F(3,18) = 29.07, p < 0.001; Context by Time
Skittle F(156,1404) = 1.78, p = 0.001, Context by Time Donut, F
(132,792) = 1.28, p = 0.024.

Hand proximity to target
Fig. 9C summarizes the measure of distance between the platform
center, or virtual platform center, and the index ﬁnger at TGA. For the
Real and Top contexts, the hand came closer to the food location on the
pedestal than it did for the for Beside and Complete contexts. That the
relation between food type and distance was similar for both the skittle
and donut ball was conﬁrmed by a nonsigniﬁcant eﬀect of Target Size,
F(1,20) = 1.750, p > 0.05, and a signiﬁcant eﬀect of Context F(3,60)
= 20.132, p < 0.001.

Temporal Relationship between gaze point and the grasp point
Fig. 8 illustrates the gaze trajectory throughout the reach-to-grasp
movement relative to the participant’s thumb/index ﬁnger (skittle, top;
donut ball, bottom) targets. The expectation of this analysis was, that if
participants were attempting to gaze anchor on the remembered location of the pedestal, even if their remembered location were to be inaccurate, their gaze should go to a location at which their hand should
ultimately make a movement of grasping (as occurs for a real reach). It
was found, however, that whereas the gaze location and hand location
did converge for real reaches and for memory-based reaches with the
pedestal present, they did not do so for the memory-based reaches for
which the pedestal was moved or absent. Thus, these results indicate
that the hand enters the ﬁeld of view in all contexts but only in the real
and top pantomime contexts is the hand directed to the location at
which the gaze is anchored. The high variance in the curves for the
beside and complete contexts suggest that there is no systematic relation between gaze location and the location at which the grasp is made
for the beside and complete memory-based grasps.

Reach duration
Fig. 9D shows that reach duration was longer for the Skillet than the
Donut, Group F(1,20) = 6.216, p = < 0.05. In addition, reach durations were longer for the real skittle context than the pantomime contexts, Context by Target, F(3,60) = 28.08, p < 0.05. The long duration
of reaches for the skittle in the Real context is likely related to the care
required to pick up the small and unstable skittle vs the larger more
easily purchased donut ball.
5.3. Reach-to-replace task
Fig. 10 shows when the participants reached to the pedestal for the
food or to replace the food, they visually engaged the target and gaze
anchored on it during the reach (Video 4). They often made saccades as
8
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Fig. 7. Temporal relationship between gaze point and the
pedestal. Gaze anchoring curves as measured by the distance
(mean ± se) from gaze point to the center of the pedestal
during the course of the reach for the skittle (top) and donut
ball (bottom). Note: (1) The shortest gaze-pedestal distance
with the smallest variance occurred for the real reach and the
top pantomime contexts at about the midpoint of the reach
and reﬂect gaze anchoring in these contexts. (2). The slow
engage and disengage times for gaze reﬂect individual difference in engage and disengage. (Real, food item located on
the pedestal; Top, food item removed from the pedestal;
Beside, pedestal and food item moved to the side; Complete
food item and pedestal removed from view.

6. Discussion

they withdrew the food to the mouth. There was no signiﬁcant diﬀerence in saccade number related to targets, the skittle vs the donut ball,
and so the results are collapsed for targets F(1,17) = 2.13, p > 0.05.
There was a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the direction of movement with
fewer saccades associated with directing the hand to the platform than
for withdrawing the hand to the mouth, Movement Direction F(1,17) =
17.289, p = 0.001. Thus, the participants gaze anchored on to the
platform both when they reached to pick up the food item, during
which they shaped their hand to grasp it, and when they replaced the
food item on the pedestal, a movement that was not associated with
hand shaping because the hand was holding the food item.

Participants reached for discs or food items in a number of targetbased tasks and then pantomimed the same movements in memory-base
versions of the tasks. On target-based reaches, gaze was directed
throughout the reach to the target for which a participant reached. On
memory-based reaches, similar gaze anchoring was directed to the
approximate place on the work surface that had held the target. Gaze
anchoring was also associated with reaches on which a participant put
down a target object or pretended to put down a target object. If both
the target and the surface were removed for memory-based trials,
however, gaze was not systematically related to the reach. Thus, the
9
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and the reach target were unrelated [18].
In retrospect, it may not seem surprising that gaze anchoring was
associated with memory-based reaches of picking up the disc. The instruction given to the participants was to pretend to pick up the disc at
its previous location. This same instruction has been used in previous
studies of memory-based (pantomime) reaching (e.g., [20,21]). Clearly,
the participants were likely using contextual cues to deﬁne the remembered location. The sheet of white cardboard on which the target
object was placed and formed the work area likely provides a cue for
location and the surface itself provides a cue for distance. That participants were using visual cues, and not just somatosensory memory, to
guide their reaches is supported by the more accurate memory-based
reaches that were made with vision vs without vision on the disc task.
For memory-based trials given with the pedestal at its previous location, participants were given no instructions about where to pantomime
the reaching movement, but all participants chose to pantomime their
reach to the location on the pedestal where the target had been placed.
It is likely that participants are strongly motivated to make gaze anchoring related reaches even when given no instruction to do so as well
as pantomime their movement to locations to which they had reached
on real reach trials. It is interesting that on a task similar to the disc
task, the participant DF also made accurate memory-based reaches although her memory-based hand shaping was very poor [28]. In support
of the idea that participants have a propensity to use gaze anchoring to
guide reaches even when no instructions are given, it was observed that
when participants placed the disc to one side of the workspace, they
also gaze anchored for both target-based and memory-based trials.
In previous studies of memory-based reaching, kinematic features of
the reach and the grasp have been found to be altered on memory-based
reaches [19–21,23–26,33]. Although not a primary focus of the present
study, similar ﬁndings were made, suggesting that the participants were
displaying reaching behavior that is similar to that displayed by participants in other studies of memory-based reaching. One explanation
given for the kinematic diﬀerences between target-based and memorybased reaching is that the former are online and dependent upon dorsal
stream action pathways, whereas the latter are oﬀ-line and dependent
upon ventral stream perceptual pathways [20,21,25,26]. The ﬁnding
that some memory-based reaching can be associated with gaze anchoring suggest that although perceptual process may be used to
identify a target for a memory-based reach, once so deﬁned, the reach
nevertheless may sometimes have gaze-related characteristics of a
target-based reach suggesting that the movement has visual online
control.
In the memory-based tasks in which the platform that held the
target food item was moved to one side or removed, gaze locations were
found to be variable in relation to the reach and so it appears that these
reaches are not being directed to any particular predeﬁned visual spatial location. Flannigan et al. [17] report that when participants were
required to mark a location on a screen at which a target object had
been projected in peripheral vision, their gaze was erratic in that they
did not lock their gaze at target’s former location. The same study also
reports that when participants pointed in the dark, gaze was similarly
erratic. In the contexts in which the pedestal was moved in the present
study, the absence of associated gaze anchoring and the altered kinematic measures associated with both the reach and the grasp suggest
that these movements have largely perceptual origins and may be dependent upon somatosensory and not visual guidance [21,25,26].
Although a strong case can be made with respect to the relationship
between gaze anchoring and the reach, the relationship of gaze to the
grasp is less clear. Clearly gaze must ordinarily contribute to hand
shaping for grasping when participants are sighted. A number of studies
demonstrate that if target properties are altered during the course of the
reach, the grasp adapts [34–38]. In addition, in the present study and in
previous work, memory-based hand shaping to grasp is also found to be
inﬂuenced by contextual cues. For example, pregrasp aperture can become larger as visual cues are removed for memory-based trials

Fig. 8. Temporal Relationship between gaze point and the grasp point. Gaze
anchoring curves as measured by the distance (mean ± se) between the gaze
point and the index ﬁnger tip during the course of the reach for the skittle (top)
and donut ball (bottom). Note: (1) If a participant’s gaze was anchored at the
target of the reach, the gaze and hand location should coincide (be separated by
the shortest distance) toward the middle of the reach, which is reﬂected in the
real and top context curves. (Real, food item located on the pedestal; Top food
item removed from the pedestal; Beside, pedestal and food item moved to the
side; Complete, food item and pedestal removed from view.

occurrence or absence of gaze anchoring distinguishes two forms of
memory-based reaching.
In the present study, two measures of gaze anchoring were used.
First, gaze had to be ﬁxated on or in close proximity to the target from
about reach initiation to about the completion of the grasp. Therefore, if
a participant made a saccade or blink during the period that demarked
the reach, as identiﬁed from the eye tracking record, that trial was
deﬁned as one on which gaze anchoring did not occur. Second, measures were made between gaze location and target location throughout
the reach. A previous study using the pedestal reach-to-eat task found
that the variance in the distance between gaze point and the target
decreases to a minimum at about the midpoint of the reach. Therefore,
measures of gaze anchoring were made throughout the reach [18].
Using this methodology, it was found that target-based hand movements were associated with gaze anchoring whether or not a grasp is to
take place; i.e., for either reaching or replacing an object. This ﬁnding is
consistent with studies that show that gaze anchoring is associated with
a variety of target-based reaching movements, including reach-to-grasp
and pointing [6–16]. When the platform was moved or removed, gaze
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Fig. 9. Reach-to-eat kinematic measures (mean ± se) for real and pantomime movements in the reach-to-eat task. (A) Maximum pre-grasp aperture. (B) Terminal
grasp aperture. (C) Minimum distance between the platform’s location at terminal grasp aperture, (D) Reach duration from grasp initiation to terminal grasp. (Real,
food item present on the pedestal; Top, only pedestal present; Beside; pedestal and food moved to right. Complete; neither food nor pedestal present. Diﬀerences,
**p < 0.01.

vision [32]. Thus, it is possible that continuous visual guidance may not
be necessary for the grasp, a conclusion that favors the view that the
reach and the grasp are mediated by separate visuomotor channels
[3,4,29].
In conclusion, the present results conﬁrm that memory-based
reaching movements are inﬂuenced by testing context [19,24].
Memory-based reaches can take two forms, one associated with gaze
anchoring and the other independent of gaze anchoring. It is interesting
that in fMRI studies of participants performing target-based vs memorybased reaches, clear-cut relationships between the reaches and dorsal vs
ventral stream activation have not been obtained as has been predicted
from some behavioral studies [39–45]. Perhaps a relevant factor is that
a memory-based task is sometimes associated with gaze anchoring and
is sometimes gaze independent [24,46–48], thus requiring that visual
control of a memory-based reach be concurrently assessed in such
studies.

Fig. 10. Reach-to-eat and reach-to-replace saccade number during the reach
(mean ± se). Note, measure indicate similar gaze anchoring on both taks.
Diﬀerences ***p < 0.001.
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